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Abstract- The system concentrate a concept of digital lip-motion based SPV, in which a lip password 

(i.e. the password embedded in the lip motion) based SPV is presented. Definitely, password protected SPV 

system will hold a double security to the system, where a speaker is verified by both of lip password and the 

underlying characteristics of lip motions simultaneously. That is, the target speaker saying the wrong 

password or an impostor even knowing the correct password will be detected and rejected as well. we firstly 

present an effective lip-motion segmentation algorithm to segment the password sequence into several 

subunits. Then, we integrate HMMs with boosting learning framework associated with the random subspace 

method (RSM) and data sharing scheme (DSS) to model the input subunit sequence discriminatively so that a 

precise decision boundary is formulated for these subunits verification. Finally, the speaker is verified based 

on all verification results of the subunits learned from multi-boosted HMMs.  
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1. Introduction 

Speaker verification (SPV) has received considerable attention in the community because of its 

potential applications in financial transaction, secure access, human-computer interfaces and so forth. In general, 

speech not only conveys the linguistic information, but also characterizes the speaker’s identity, which can 

therefore be utilized for SPV. Face and acoustic speech signal may be the most natural modalities to achieve 

SPV, but which, unfortunately, suffers from some limitations. In the former modality, the SPV system utilizing 

the still face image is very susceptible to the poor picture quality, variations in pose or facial expressions, and 

also easily deceived by a face image placed in front of the camera. In the latter, the SPV system will be quite 

sensitive to the environment.  
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Fig.1.1 HMM processing 

Under the circumstances, the SPV fused with lip motions has shown an improved performance over 

pure acoustic systems. Actually, as a kind of behavior characteristics, the lip motions accompanying with the lip 

movements, tongue and teeth visibility contain extremely rich information for speaker verification. Hence, it is 

feasible to develop a lip motion based approach to speaker verification. Compared to the acoustic speech based 

SPV, the advantages of lip-motion based one are at least three-fold: (1) Lip-motion based SPV system is 

completely insensitive to the background noise; (2) Such a system can be utilized in a moderate distance; (3) 

Such an SPV system is easily applicable to a dumb person. To the best of our knowledge, the performance of 

the current lip-motion based SPV systems is far behind our expectations. The Forensics and Security is to 

provide a unified locus for archival research on the fundamental contributions and the mathematics behind 

information forensics, information security, surveillance, and systems applications that incorporate these 

features. Technical topics within the scope include: Digital rights management technology, including 

watermarking and fingerprinting; of images, video, and audio, Steganography and steganalysis Tampering, 

modification of, and attacks on, original information, Signal processing for biometrics; Signal processing for 

forensic analysis; Signal modeling and channel modeling for secure content delivery; Quality metrics and 

benchmarking, Technical analysis of system vulnerabilities, Content identification and secure content delivery; 

Information embedding and media annotation; The interplay of technology with legal and ethical issues. 

2. Literature Survey 

In this paper a new modeling approach for speaker recognition that uses the maximum-likelihood linear 

regression (MLLR) adaptation transforms employed by a speech recognition system as features for support 

vector machine (SVM) speaker models. This approach is attractive because, unlike standard frame-based 

cepstral speaker recognition models, it normalizes for the choice of spoken words in text-independent speaker 
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verification without data fragmentation. The basics of the MLLR-SVM approach, and show how it can be 

enhanced by combining transforms relative to multiple reference models, with excellent results on recent 

English NIST evaluation sets. Then show how the approach can be applied even if no full word-level 

recognition system is available, which allows its use on non-English data even without matching speech 

recognizers. 

In this paper the Automatic dialect classification has gained interest in the field of speech research 

because of its importance in characterizing speaker traits and knowledge estimation which could improve 

integrated speech technology (e.g., speech recognition, speaker recognition). This study addresses novel 

advances in unsupervised spontaneous dialect classification in English and Spanish. The problem considers the 

case where no transcripts are available for training and test data, and speakers are talking spontaneously. The 

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is used for unsupervised dialect classification in our study. Techniques which 

aim to deal with confused acoustic regions in the GMMs are proposed, where confused regions in the GMMs 

are identified through data driven methods. The first technique excludes confused regions by finding dialect 

dependence in the transcribed audio by selecting the most discriminative Gaussian mixtures. The second 

technique includes the confused regions in the model, but the confused regions are balanced over all classes. 

This technique is implemented by identifying discriminative frames and confused frames in the audio data. 

In this paper LIP information has been extensively employed in the state-of-the-art audio-visual speech 

and speaker recognition applications, since lip movements are highly correlated with the audio signal. Hence, it 

is natural to expect that speech content can be revealed through lip reading; and lip movement patterns also 

contain information about the identity of the speaker. In audio-visual recognition literature, there exist three 

alternative representations for lip information: 1) lip texture; 2) lip geometry (shape); and 3) lip motion features. 

The first alternative implicitly represents lip movements with texture. The texture information itself might 

sometimes carry useful discrimination information; but in some other cases it may degrade the recognition. 

There have been several studies that jointly use audio, lip intensity, and lip geometry information for speaker 

identification and speech-reading applications. 

In this paper  Lip contour tracking (simply called lip tracking hereinafter)has received wide attention in 

recent years because of its potential applications in a variety of areas such as audio–visual speech recognition 

(AVSR), lip reading, facial expression analysis, human computer interfaces and so forth. Although various 

visual tracking methods have been developed in the literature, e.g., see these methods are usually utilized to 

track the object positions, which may not be suitable for determining the variations of the lip contours. In fact, it 

is a non-trivial task to track the lip movements accurately due to its elastic shape and non-rigid motion, the large 

variations caused by different speakers, lighting conditions, low contrast between the lip and skin, teeth or 

tongue effect, and so forth. Lip tracking has played a significant role in a lip reading system. In this paper, we 

present a local region based approach to lip tracking, which consists of two phases: (i) lip contour extraction for 

the first lip frame, and followed by (ii) lip tracking in the subsequent lip frames.  

3 Methodology 

Computer forensics (sometimes known as computer forensic science) is a branch of digital forensic 

science pertaining to legal evidence found in computers and digital storage media. The goal of computer 

forensics is to examine digital media in a forensically sound manner with the aim of identifying, preserving, 

recovering, analyzing and presenting facts and opinions about the digital information. 

Although it is most often associated with the investigation of a wide variety of computer crime, 

computer forensics may also be used in civil proceedings. The discipline involves similar techniques and 

principles to data recovery, but with additional guidelines and practices designed to create a legal audit 

trail.Evidence from computer forensics investigations is usually subjected to the same guidelines and practices 

of other digital evidence. It has been used in a number of high-profile cases and is becoming widely accepted as 

reliable within U.S. and European court systems. 
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3.1 Existing System 

 

During the past decade, several techniques, e.g. Neural Networks (NN), GMM, have been developed 

for lip motion based applications. In general, the successful achievement of lip motion based speaker 

verification lies in a closer investigation of the physical process and behavioral biometrics within the 

corresponding lip motion activities, which always incorporate strong temporal correlations between the 

observed frames. Hence, HMM has been the most popular technique because its underlying state structure can 

successfully model these temporal correlations. Nevertheless, the performance of the existing lip-motion and 

HMM-based speaker verification systems is still far behind our expectations. The main reasons are two-fold: (1) 

The extracted visual features are not so discriminative enough for lip motion investigation and subsequent 

similarity measurement; (2) The learned models are not sufficient to discriminatively characterize the different 

lip motion activities. Therefore, the discriminative learning is still desirable. Accordingly, the following sub-

sections will first survey the discrimination analysis in HMM-based approaches, and then briefly introduce its 

framework for speaker verification. The former methods aiming at minimizing the classification loss will not 

only emphasize the informative features, but also filter out the irrelevant ones. To have found that the joint 

discrimination measure of any two features is less than the sum of their individual discrimination power.  

Accordingly, they utilized Bayesian theory to select the representative features discriminatively 

provided that the feature components were statistically independent. However, it is very difficult to determine 

which feature component has more discrimination power. Often, the feature components are not statistically 

independent of each other. The latter approaches featuring on parameter optimizations always achieve a better 

performance than non-discriminative approaches. In HMM, its parameters are normally estimated by Maximum 

Likelihood Estimation (MLE). Recently, some researchers have found that the decision boundary obtained via 

the discriminative parameters learning algorithms is usually superior to the decision boundary obtained simply 

from MLE. Typical examples include Maximum Mutual Information (MMI), Conditional Maximum Likelihood 

(CML) and Minimum Classification Error (MCE). These methods that maximize the conditional likelihood or 

minimize the classification error rate always outperform the MLE approach. Nevertheless, their computations 

are generally laborious and may not be implemented straightforwardly. In the literature, the majority of the 

existing HMM-based speaker verification systems just employ a single HMM for lip motion analysis and 

similarity measurement, which may not lead to good performance due to its limited discrimination power. Until 

most recently, classifier ensemble based systems trained on different data subsets or feature subsets have always 

generated more discrimination power for better performance. Differing from the sum rule and majority vote,  

aims at building a strong classifier by sequentially training and combining a group of weak classifiers in such a 

way that the classifiers can gradually focus more and more on hard-to-classify examples. Accordingly, the 

mistakes made by such a strong classifier will be decreased. 

Recently, GMM and HMM have been successfully integrated with boosting framework to form a 

discriminative sequence learning approaches. For instance, utilized the boosting method to discriminatively train 

GMMs for language classification. To employ adaptively boosted GMMs to achieve visual speech elements 

recognition. From their experimental results, it can be found that the traditional single modeling and 

classification methods cannot identify some samples because of less discrimination capability while the boosted 

modeling and classification approaches difficult to provide the promising results by identifying these sample 

and hard-to-classify examples. In the open-set case, the imposters are recorded to be unknown and its model 

may not be well determined.  

3.2 Proposed System 

Recently, GMM and HMM have been successfully integrated with boosting framework to form a 

discriminative sequence learning approaches. For instance, utilized the boosting method to discriminatively train 

HMMs for speaker classification. To employ adaptively boosted HMMs to achieve visual speech elements 

recognition. From their experimental results, it can be found that the traditional single modeling and 
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classification methods cannot identify some samples because of less discrimination capability while the boosted 

modeling and classification approaches often provide the promising results by successfully identifying these 

hard-to-classify examples. In the open-set case, the imposters are recorded to be unknown and its model may not 

be well determined. Given a test observed sequence recorded from unknown utterance, the verification task is to 

find whether it belongs to the target speaker registered in the database or not. As for the lip-password protected 

speaker verification system, the password utterances differing from the registered one are also considered to be 

imposters even they come from the same speaker. Note that, the frame length of the utterance may be slightly 

different even for the same phrase uttered by the same speaker. Thereupon, this kind of verification problem can 

be conducted based on normalized log likelihood (NLL): In this framework, the updated weights for hard-to-

classify examples are increased, meanwhile these weights will also determine the probability of the examples 

being selected for subsequent component classifier. For instance, if a training sample is classified correctly, the 

chance of its being selected again for the subsequent component classifier is reduced. Otherwise, its chance will 

be increased. Accordingly, the training error of the ensemble classifier shall decrease as long as the training 

error of the component classifier is less than 0.5. In this framework, the individual classifiers are built in parallel 

and independent of each other. It will generate a strong classifier by linearly combining these component 

classifiers weighted by their confidence through a sequence of optimization iterations. 

3.2.1 System initialization 

Lip information has been extensively employed in the state of- the-art audio-visual speech and 

speaker recognition applications, since lip movements are highly correlated with the audio signal. Hence, it is 

natural to expect that speech content can be revealed through lip reading; and lip movement patterns also 

contain information about the identity of the speaker. In audio-visual recognition literature, there exist three 

alternative representations for lip information: 1) lip texture; 2) lip geometry (shape); and 3) lip motion features. 

In this module, can get the audio from user and also get the face image from user through web cameras. 

3.2.2 Features extraction 

In general, the combination of contour-based features and area-based features will deliver a better 

performance in lip motion analysis. Hence, first compute nine geometric shape parameters, i.e., maximum 

horizontal distance, seven vertical distances and mouth area {L1,L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L8, Ac} to model the 

contour-based features, denoted as Fcf . The geometric shape parameters are normalized with respect to the 

corresponding values of the first lip frame. Next, the located ROIs of lip images are convert to gray level case 

and normalized to have a similar distribution characteristic. Subsequently, mean subtraction is performed to 

remove the basis effect across each utterance. Then, the principal components of top Npca numbers are chosen 

as PCA features Fpca, while the first M 2D-DCT coefficients along the Zig-zag features. 

3.2.3 Lip Motion Segmentation 

Lip motion segmentation aims at detecting the start and stop frames of subunit utterance from a group 

of lip sequence. In general, the mouth areas change significantly as the frame length increases. The point 

position with the minimum mouth area always represents the status of mouth closing or intersection point 

between subunit utterances. Accordingly, the proposed lip motion segmentation approach is comprised of three 

phases: First, obtain the signal Ac in terms of the mouth area variations via lip tracking. Next, utilize a forward-

backward filtering to process the input area signal Ac in both the forward and reverse directions such that the 

filtered signal Afc is obtained. Finally, can easily obtain the positions of the valley points via the filtered signal 

Afc. In general, speakers usually keep the same speaking pace during the utterance.  

3.2.4 Proposed Multi-boosted HMMs Approach 

 

By integrating the superiority of segmental scheme and boosting learning ability, the whole utterance 

can be verified via multi-boosted HMMs jointly, which therefore generates more discrimination power than 

single HMM or boosted HMMs performed on the whole utterance. Nevertheless, simply utilization of the whole 
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feature vectors may lead to the curse of dimensionality. Therefore adopt the RSM to circumvent this problem 

and utilize the DSS to form a train data set, which can handle the small sample size problem. Given a set of 

positive examples A = {xa1, xa2 , ・ ・ ・ , xa, Na } of the target speaker and a set of negative examples         B 

= {xb1, xb2, ・ ・ ・ , xb Nb } of imposters. From A and B, form a novel training set, where the positive 

examples are the pairs of the ones that are both from A, i.e., {(xai, xaj)}, and negative examples {(xai, xbj)} are 

pairs of examples that are from A and B, respectively. As the imposters may have many different categories, it is 

very difficult to utilize one single model to represent all the imposters.  

 

4 Conclusion 

 

In this project propose an effective lip motion segmentation method and addressed a multi-boosted 

HMMs approach incorporating the RSM and DSS to realize the lip password based speaker verification. The 

proposed approach is capable of detecting an imposter even knowing the password, as well as the target speaker 

with the wrong password. Experiments have shown the promising result. This project presents a multi-boosted 

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach to lip password (i.e. the password embedded in the lip motion) based 

speaker verification, where the speaker is verified by both of lip password and the underlying characteristics of 

lip motions. That is, the target speaker saying the wrong password or an impostor even knowing the correct 

password will be detected as well. To this end, firstly propose an effective lip motion segmentation algorithm to 

segment the password sequence into a small set of discrete subunits. Then, integrate HMMs with boosting 

learning framework associated with the random subspace method (RSM) and data sharing scheme (DSS) to 

model the segmental sequence of the input subunit discriminatively so that a precise decision boundary is 

formulated for these subunits verification. Finally, the speaker is verified based on all verification results of the 

subunits learned from multi-boosted HMMs. Experimental results show the promising results. 
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